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Swami:  Am I still coming to America? 
 
Clint:  Please. 
 
Swami: The Europe, the doors is open. In Japan the doors is open  
then America… everybody doing their process? 
 
Clint:  Yes, the groups are going very well. 
 
Swami:  How long you staying? 
 
Clint:  Till March 12th - six or seven weeks. 
 
Swami:  Well for this Shiva Ratri there's a chance it will be pretty 
good punch to the senior most students, to releasing, to removing the 
clouds.  So what I seen it, whatever the angles making them to do, it's 
pretty good and… well we have to come out from the illusions, put it 
that way. The illusions will kick you out guys. You know what I'm 
saying?  You understand what I'm talking about?  Virginia, you're 
here since many years.  Without your notice something you gained it 
- that you need to see.  Seventy people is producing atma lingams.  
Seventy people giving birth, some kandhana yogas. The whole Shiva 
Ratri is a big process, put it that way. To making them to drink to 
here (throat) all the way water, how many liters a person can drink?   
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Clint:  Just sitting and drinking?   
 
Swami: Yea. 
 
Clint:  Maybe two or three and getting sick.   
 
Swami:  And giving coconut leaf, they have their own bucket.  It will 
come out. That last cliThomas moment, only I'm giving the energy to 
manifest it.  Later they don't know anything.  So they have to drink, 
each person two, three liters. If the really energy allows either soul 
traveling or to be in the water for forty-one minutes to offering one of 
major part of my body to the Baba's feet - doing kandhana yoga that 
three nights' time.   
 
The depth of in the Himalayas, this coming Shiva Ratri is a big 
kumbhamela – just aghoras and ghoras. What he promised to me 
(Baba) is completely going different angle. Three, three, thirty-three is 
a big jumping any spiritual person on the planet. Big step big year.  
Whenever the Big Boss got cruxificion, which age? 
 
Clint:  Thirty-three. 
 
Swami:  The number is like that.  The nature want to play put it that 
way.  But the person is thirty-three they need to be ready to play too.  
Do you think I can survive from thirty-three? 
 
Clint:  Yes. 
 
Swami: What do you think Myuri?  Do you think I can survive from 
thirty-three? 
 
Myuri:  Survive thirty-three?  Yes. 
 
Swami:  I doubt it.  Tying the nature as much as I can, very fastly and 
super tight. How come I really can run fast? You know what I'm 
saying? 
 
Myuri:  You've been running fast so far. 
 
Swami: Anywhere, anyplace, any moment, in any country, with 
anybody (snaps finger) no idea for next minute, never give a chance.  
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Next minute what I'll do, no idea. Course I have some ideas but I 
never give a chance to… But many steps I escaped from Her. This 
year… one part, I really want to make Her ok to receive a punch from 
Her. Once if I receive a punch the whole system will get damaged.  
Whole system will get damaged. And another tricky point, I tried to 
go to Shirdi many times.  Didn't work out.  I traveled whole world… 
for a tiny village Shirdi, nothing. When I'm landing from Germany, 
the flight, I really thought once I landed in Bangalore, “Ok, go Pune, 
go to Shirdi.”  Even to here Penukonda, if somebody wants to come, 
unless he really wants to see, unless somebody they're really coming 
in my thoughts, “Ok, it's time for he to come,” otherwise no. 
 
I didn't understand why he's not inviting me to Shirdi. That's a big 
question. The way the trickier is started, you all guys carried the fire 
from Shirdi to do fire puja in Sri Sailam.  It got all turned off, isn't it?   
 
Students:  Uh-ha.   
 
Swami:  That I lost the way, completely I lost the way in the forest.  
The major element fire is like ten lifetimes' energy. From America I 
came to Shirdi, I gave my blood, you guys offering in the dhuni.  All 
process system happened to play with Mother Divine near Shiva 
energy in Sri Sailam - that's super disconnect, I thought it 
connected…  How many people can afford to go Shirdi yourself to do 
some process and come back? Can afford…you cannot take 
somebody even single rupee? Find out tomorrow the names (to Clint).   
 
If you take two, three cars first wait five hours, take one night rest 
there, from there, eight, nine hours.  Instead of you driving from here 
to Bangalore three hours, waiting airport for three hours, flying is 
two and half hours, and from there driving again is about eight 
hours… first… Shirdi… think fourteen, fifteen hours. When you're 
returning back you can touch again Mantralayam, Amadhabad and I 
recommend can you milk the cow? 
 
Clint:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  You and Paul take tomorrow if you're really comfort with...  
We have the cows here, like two liters milk and get the vibhutti, the 
ash, mix it like a cream.  Make as a Shiva Lingam. You know what 
I'm saying? 
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Clint:  Yes, put the ash in the milk, make it very thick and make a 
Shiva Lingam out of it.  
 
Swami:  And let it rise it, let it rise it…maybe tomorrow or the next 
day – sometime.  
 
Clint:  We can milk the cow anytime or it should be in the morning?   
 
Swami: Should be morning hours. No water adding in the milk.  
Generally it's very difficult to make the milk with the vibhutti - it fall 
off. You cannot make it.  Try.  
 
Clint:  The dhuni ash from your fire? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  Make it as big but be careful whenever you're putting 
the ash, keep feel it, the creamish. You understand? But the energy in 
the ashram, I never, ever seen such a peaceful and quiet.  Don't you 
think so guys, Mutiam?  
 
Mutiam:  Yes, maybe. 
 
Swami:  It's very quiet, super quiet.  Here, very soon it started like 
the people is coming and just… I took the little dare step, taking the 
east, south extension. To that building for the Northeast, all your 
Trust offices tear it out.  And I'm making a big swimming pool in the 
northeast where the Trust Office… thirty feet depth. We'll see. How it 
really feels guys after removing that wall? I'm serious. You guys 
spending much time there.  Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana:  Very good, very open.  
 
Swami:  You walk there?  Everybody walk there, you seen?  You can 
walk.  It's a safety, no problem. More than southwest place we have 
lot of empty place to that buildings northeast, east, northeast.  If it's 
really vaastu, right, perfect, now automatically the southwest 
construction needs to start.  If the vaastu is right, southwest needs to 
start.  The energy itself needs to make it create it. This is the time to 
fix it.  Any general questions? 
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Guenther:  You opened this new space there, why does it feels good?  
According to vaastu it's an inauspicious direction.   
 
Swami:  It's not an inauspicious direction. 
 
Guenther:  It's not, not, an east, southeast? 
 
Swami:  It's east-north.  To this building, there's empty ground in the 
east, south – empty land. Again to this building I have gigantic 
northeast.  But I use only less time that but I use more all the time… 
it's cut off here and I extended that.   
 
But after I break that, one guy who is really he's in the village, he 
went to the electric pole to fixing the electrical wires. He caught the 
wires.  His two hands completely burned - he dead. He's the person 
related to all the electrical things - he's gone.  I'm landed in Germany, 
the flight still it's on the ground.  I switch on my phone.  I didn't sleep 
that peacefully in the flight. Something huge disturbance, what's 
going on? Let's go. Called Chitti he said, "One guy is dead."  Then the 
energy is little bumpy. Then I need to go and give experience to talk 
to the people. That's a punch. You know what I'm saying?  Whenever 
you're going to do an operation theater and somebody disturbed 
your mind, you really can do it properly?  It doesn't matter even I use 
different angles, still…  But I knew it was going to take one action.  
There's one more chance but it's not a big deal. Before I opened that, 
after I opened it, I did a process with one small animal, stuff.  It's 
good. The ground itself is super high it's a super high energy, super 
high.  Like a big elephant is carrying a small rat. You know what I'm 
saying?   
 
Students: No. 
 
Swami: The elephant need more work. To this ground it's time for 
the people to receive, to suck the power, to receive the energy.  
They'll have it. So, you making a new plantation here Thomas?  I 
gave lot of plants.   
 
Thomas:  I'm sorry?   
 
Swami:  Lot of plants, bushes. 
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Thomas:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  When are you going to start?  I gave the instructions - you 
didn't pass it? 
 
Thomas:  I passed it on to Cyndria but I don’t know if everybody 
heard it.  You wanted all the western students to take care of it.  
 
Swami: Yea, like several hundred plants, just you dig it, and 
planting, the water, grass - fix it.  That's your complete privacy lawn.  
You have dhuni there, fire pit.  Any questions? 
 
Aghni:  I didn't understand the forty-one days in the water.  Maybe I 
understood wrong but something about forty-one days in the water?    
 
Swami:  No.  Why is everybody so tight? 
 
Lora:  For us to go to Shirdi, do we need some permission? 
 
Swami:  You have my permission.  He can't say no.  He can say no 
but to me he's … ooh, ooh.   
 
Guenther:  Can we do anything for you there?  Some process help 
you a little bit? 
 
Swami: Can you really make me to do things for you what you really 
want it? Impossible.  Do you know what I'm saying?  If I'm a coconut, 
he's a really big rock. I didn't understand what is the inner 
mechanism. Something is in his mind but one thing I did a 
stupidity… I seen his smoking pipes there. My nature got a little 
drawn to that.  Not to use it to smoke but it's…  And when I touched 
his… and his stick… touch it and inside I made a little comment 
inside, “He's a big guy, his feet.”  Kind of a little joke, does he thinks I 
don’t have right to make little jokes on him?  No…Yes? 
 
Clint:  Sure your love is pure Swami, no problem. 
 
Swami:  Course I will make it.  I'm in Hong Kong.  I really don't want 
to go to Hong Kong, put it that way. I'm in Singapore (makes this 
sound: kkkkckkk)… anyhow, ok, Anya organized it, “Ok, anyhow 
let's go Hong Kong, we'll see.”  Super intense place!  I'm in the car 
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only incoming calls coming to the phone - not going out.  I sent 
Tobias to Hampi, gave him a work to do something.  Cyndria sent a 
message to Chitti, Chitti called. It’s a super emergency Tobias wants 
to talk to me. There's only two chances - either super positive or 
super bad thing happened. If positive I had him calls me, negative 
means, uh-oh. I keep trying to Shankar driver, Tobias plus Mallagi 
hotel - he's not reachable. I'm trying to Cyndria, “What's going on?"  
Then Thomas is in the next seat, he's making huge sounds. Ok, then 
something I seen, then I fixed it. Then went to the hotel. I didn't 
expect such great food. Her name is Maya. Somewhere just she 
showed up, just she's a maya.  She cooked delicious food. I look her 
old lady, all India varieties. Then I'm giving a talk. The downstage 
bottom restaurant everybody's drinking - huge sounds, little 
penthouse on the top there, I'm giving a talk. Whole street is like 
thousands of people, it's interesting experience.  Hun-un.   
 
Point is, he's (Baba) sending me what I really, really don't want 
certain things to doing the things.  What I really want to go, where I 
really want to spend some time, he's not allowing me. That I can't 
understand. Shiva Ratri is coming.  Of course it's very happy, healthy 
and successful. Once if we really understand his illusions, that part 
done, it's done.   
 
In Germany the Green Scarf people they need to have experience 
with Mother.  Of course I gave different angle to them. There's a tiny 
bit rice, they have to find something in it. One group, they almost 
checked like tiny bit rice forty-five minutes to one hour. They don't 
find it. Then each person is coming and giving their shoulder. Then 
I'm beating it. Then they're opening it and seeing it - just pure lila - 
pure lila.   
 
Ok, he's so kind with us, he'll take care.  Goodnight. 
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 


